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“Valuing Landscape: Connecting people, place and nature” 
A story of an unforgettable place - 2 Mai 



Once upon a time in Romania… 
 
It was the sky, the sea and the cliff  

Photo: Gabriela Chiorascu 



Birds and animals were already there  

Photo:https://i2.wp.com/ananp.gov.ro/ananp/wp- content/ 
uploads/2017/10/P1010025.jpg?fit=2560%2C1920 

Photo: Peter Lengyel 



And people arrived… and their houses                          of stone, adobe and lot of plants  



Brought their own birds and animals 



And create a village… or three of them: 2 Mai, Vama Veche and Hagieni (almost unknown) 



And a local culture 



And a landscape / in the landscape 



After a while industry arrived 



And about then… the touristic genesis 



First it was a small sort of hippie community living in the village… and going to the only local bar  

Photo: La Costel 



Then the improvised camping places were born… an entire universe in itself 

And the beach “bufet” 



I grew up and moved with my friends on the beach… and live there other hugely happy days…  

And nights… 
Photo: Teodora Mirela Petrisor 



Not just me,  other landscape architects too… 



We loved our beach, its algae, cooking and eating what we found 

Photo: Razvan Masala 



We had our private / common universe living by the sea 

Photo: Marius Tipa 

Photo: Stefan Constantin 



And our “private” bar 
Photo: Stanca Lung 

Photo: Olga Cimpeanu 



Where we even get married sometimes 

Photo: Stanca Lung 



Then… 1990 arrived and the mass tourism started  

And for a while we lived together with the new people and the new development they brought 



First, when more and more different people arrived… measures were taken  



Not that we listened 



Nor the others… but our world was already changing 



New villas for renting with a new kind of “rural” comfort 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VlYlS5v52gY 

And a new skyline of the village / over the beach 



And the beach in no more the same. And the village is no more the same… nor us 



But the nature, the people and the landscape are still out there   



So a new kind of tourism can still be imagined  

Discover the natural variety  
play choose compose 

©Georgiana Ungureanu 



Based on different values  

©Raluca Ungureanu 



Where connections with the inland landscape will bring a new life to local communities  

©Raluca Ungureanu 



VALUING LANDSCAPE = VALUING COMMUNITY 

CONNECTING PEOPLE, PLACE AND NATURE = CONNECTING PEOPLE WITH THE LANDSCAPE =  

CONNECTING PEOPLE WITH THE COMMUNITY = CONNECTIG COMMUNITIES 
 
 
 



“Valuing Landscape: Connecting people, place and nature” 
A story of an unforgettable place - 2 Mai 
 
Connection between people and landscape is quite often a sentimental journey. It is about happiness 
and memory of it. It can be the memory of the childhood (everybody’s golden age) or about gorgeous 
holidays and great adventures.  But the connection between somebody and the landscape pass almost 
all the time trough other people. Landscape is a common construction but often it is also the result of a 
common perception. Cherishing a place in the same way makes you part of the community of that 
place. But this kind of connection is the result of a long search. It is the search of a place of yours on this 
planet. Just nobody can own and protect its place. It is a fragile relation and balance.  
 
The story of 2 Mai, a village on the shores of the Black Sea is the story of such a place, discovered and 
cherish by some three generations of hippie-like people who fell in love with a place. They looked only 
for nature: the sky, the sea and the coarse sand full of algae. And they were tremendously happy there, 
with their tents under the sky. But, because of this happy small community the place became well-
known. So other people arrived. But they were in search of other values and other landscapes. So they 
transformed this one. They change the landscape and equally the spirit of the place. And valuing a 
landscape is creating a spirit of it, a genius locus. When the genius locus is gone, the landscape is gone, 
being it physically transformed or not. Because landscape exists only in the eye of the beholder.  
 
Because connecting people with place and nature has to pass by a falling in love. And then is growing up 
trough common memory. And so a place can hold many landscapes or none of.  
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